[Backtest preparation and method]
Before backtesting, you need to put the exchange history data to MetaTrader4.
The backtest can be run by only the time axis data but the credibility of result will decrease.
It is better to put data with short time frame as much as possible, such as 1-minute bars.
。

Click [Tools] from the menu at the
top of MT4, then select [History
Center].

Double-click [Forex].

Double-click the currency pair that you
want to backtest to expand it.

History data by time axis is opened.
※ It is necessary to backtest the
timeframe below in order to increase
the credibility of result.
Then download all items.

When you click [Download], the following Download
Warning will be displayed.

Click [OK] button to start downloading.
It may take a few minutes for the first
time you download.
Please wait until the download is
completed.

Click [Close] button
after the necessary
data is downloaded.

Use the downloaded data to run the backtest.
※ If the system program you want to backtest is outside of MT4, you cannot run
the backtest.

Click [View] from the menu, then select [Strategy
Tester].

The [Tester] window will be opened below the Terminal window.

[Expert Advisor]: Select the combo box.
There is a list of system programs in MT4.
[Currency Pair]: Select the currency pair that
you have downloaded in the history data.

Tick [Use date].
Change the time axis in [Period].

Select starting date of the backtest.

Select ending date of the backtest.
end date.

If you want to set the system parameters, click
[Expert properties].

Change the parameters here and click [OK] button.

Click [Start] button after the setting is completed.

Depending on the period you choose, it may take from a few tens of seconds to a
few minutes to complete the backtest.

The backtest is completed when the bar changes color at all.

To check the balance chart, click the [Graph] tab.
The balance chart of the backtest system is displayed.

To check the performance level, click the [Report] tab.
The performance of each item is displayed.
To save the performance report, right-click on the tester
screen and select [Save as Report] to save it on desktop.

※ For more details about the performance report, please refer to "How to
read the performance report".

